To our new Agronomy students,

We’re glad you chose Purdue University and the Agronomy Department. The Agronomy Student Ambassadors would like to welcome you to what we hope will be the beginning of a great career.

This folder gives you a brief introduction to department activities and your major. For additional resources check out the Advising Corner: https://ag.purdue.edu/agry/undergraduate/Pages/Advising_Corner.aspx and our blogs: https://ag.purdue.edu/agry/ambassadorblog/

There are many great clubs and opportunities at Purdue, so take advantage and get involved in one or more activities. We have included information for Agronomy that would be of interest. You can find a complete list of all clubs at https://boilerlink.purdue.edu/. Getting involved is a great way to meet people with the same interests as you, develop lifelong friendships and start building your resume.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact any Ambassador or Ambassador Advisor. We look forward to meeting you and helping you any way we can. Enjoy the rest of your summer and we’ll see you in August!

(Contact information on back)
2019-2020 Agronomy Ambassadors

Name                        | E-mail                        | Home Town       |
------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------|
Brett Leisure                 | bleisure@purdue.edu           | Arlington       |
Audrey Kruse                  | kruseas@purdue.edu            | Ft Wayne        |
Jordan Michel                 | michelj@purdue.edu            | No Manchester   |
Olivia Stratton               | ostratto@purdue.edu           | New Albany      |
Grace Beard                   | beardo@purdue.edu             | Frankfort       |
Emily Nealy                   | enealy@purdue.edu             | Corydon         |
Jessica Peterson              | peter399@purdue.edu           | So Bend         |
Advisors:
Sherry Fulk-Bringman          | sherryfb@purdue.edu           | 765-494-8627    |
Jane Wiercioch                | jwiercioch@purdue.edu         | 765-494-4788    |

Contact Information
915 W State Street (Lilly Hall)
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Phone (Main Office) – 765-494-4773
FAX – 765-496-2926
https://ag.purdue.edu/agry/ambassadorblog/